
Delivering Fine Products by Considering the Customer First

Progressing from the development stage with vehicles that are easy to produce, we then link this to building in 
quality after we reach the mass-production stage. The result is a vehicle of fine quality, an example being the 
development of the Land Cruiser 200, for which special attention was given to the Land Cruiser’s ease of 
production.

Improving Quality Through Developing Efficiently Produced Vehicles

[ Fundamental Ways of Progressing ]
 In coordinating with Toyota Motor Corporation, we understand our customers’ opinion 
in the marketplace and reflect their opinions in planning and design.
We conduct test assessment and design by fully considering customers’ use and the 
environmental conditions of a vehicle in order to improve design quality.
From the development stage, we are promoting integral activities with the development 
and production engineering departments, our plants, and suppliers to eliminate difficult 
operations in order build in quality in our production processes.

Activity
Status

Basic
Policy

At Toyota Auto Body, our quality policy of having the world’s No.1 quality is presented to all 
employees. In addition, in Our Promise (Basic MAP), placing the customer first is made clear, and we 
are promoting activities to have every employee work to follow our policy in their varied daily tasks to 
judge whether what is being done is for our society.

Relations With Customers

For Society

Toyota Auto Body makes efforts to have customers use our products with the feeling of security as a 
responsibility that spans all stages, from research to development on through production and after-service, in 
our pursuit of product safety and quality.
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Main Improvements for the LAND CRUISER 200
Kaizen and visualization for ease of production and degrees of quality assurance of individual parts and systems.
(Inspection of each elemental task of wiring layout, removal, insertion, setting, and assembly).
Moving up the schedule for ease of production kaizen activities
Visualization by one-dimensional use of IT in the above activities, and its use in future projects

Kaizen for Ease of Production in All Elemental Operations (Activity case example efforts 3)
At the development stage, we have completed our goal of kaizen for ease of production at the elemental 
operation level. At the mass-production stage, we have confirmed targeted quality by checking in accordance 
with the operation requirements.

Activity Results
By building in quality at the mass-production stage 
and from the above mentioned efforts, we are 
working to lessen burdens on the environment 
through reducing disposable parts that result during 
operations, as well as reducing operational burden.

An Objective Kaizen Case Example

Kaizen for Ease of Manufacturing

After Assembly

Previous Land Cruiser New model Land Cruiser
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Prevention of wire 
twisting, 
entanglement, or 
cutting (chaffing).

Wiring layout before assembly
Kaizen of wire layout by considering 
removal, detachment, and assembly 
(cooperative efforts with our suppliers)

1. Prevention of assembly error by clearly 
initiating the assembly points.

2. Wiring that is grouped and easily transported
3. Wiring that doesn’t get tangled
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Even in mass production, we are progressing in confirming quality assurance by “strengthening the power of the 
workplace.

Efforts toward “zero” defects on the line
With a basis of kaizen by standard operations, we are making 
progress on all production lines with kaizen for latent problems in 
difficult tasks, and also removal of defect causes in each task and 
countermeasures for defects.

Raising employee awareness for quality assurance
ogether with the ease of creating a manufacturing process, all 

employees are thoroughly made aware of the importance of quality 
assurance management activities and heightened awareness for 
quality assurance is achieved through education, lectures, and regular 
case example exhibitions.

Main EDER Efforts
Presenting information gathered 
early from around the world to the 
concerned departments.
Confirming any defects early 
through genchi-genbutsu 
(observing on-site work processes 
and dealerships)
Carrying out countermeasures 
through immediate decision making.

Efforts for Assuring Quality in Mass Production

Quality assurance lecture meeting

Toyota Auto Body receives valuable quality-related information from customers and dealerships with a majority 
of that information received through Toyota Motor Corporation. Such information is disseminated through 
EDER(Early Detection and Early Resolution) activities by closely coordinating with Toyota Motor Corporation.
EDER, which stands for “Early Detection and Early Resolution” is our activity that finds quality issues quality in 
the marketplace immediately solves any problems and quickly provides feedback to customers about results of 
improvements or kaizen.

Early Detection and Resolving of Problems By Using Information From Customers

T o y o t a  A u t o  B o d y

Toyota 
(TMC)

Toyota 
Dealers

Customers

Development Group

Production Preparation
Group

Quality Assurance
Division

Production Group

Activity
Status

For Society
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Evaluation Toyota Auto Body’s efforts in mass-production are progressing with 
the same thinking for all mass-produced vehicles.
In a customer evaluation, IQS (Initial Quality Survey), by J.D. Power 
and Associates in the United States, our Fujimatsu Plant, which 
produces the Prius, received the highest quality rating among 
Asia-Pacific Region factories.

No.1 in the Asia-Pacific Region American J.D. Power IQS Evaluation
(Asia-Pacific region)

System and Actions for Recalls
When defects in products are found, Toyota Auto Body circulates customer information and 
coordinates closely with Toyota in taking the necessary action if it has been decided to 
formulate measures for such defects.

In addition, for Toyota Auto Body’s own electric vehicles, and living-related products, we take 
necessary steps toward the customers, who the most important.
When accident information relating to our products is received, we immediately contact the 
related government agencies and offices as part of our revised law for consumer product safety.

Toyota Auto Body
Fujimatsu Plant

Company B
b factory

Company A
a factory

Excellent

38
43 44

No.1

Reports / 100 vehicles

Defects / 
dissatisfaction

(           )
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Relations With Customers

For Society

Collision safety technology 

Our Pursuit of Safety That Gives a Great Sense of Security

Basic
Policy

In supporting our development concept of safe vehicle manufacturing that allows people to feel secure, 
we are working to lessen damage in all driving situations to achieve improved safety technology which 
always centers on humans.

Collision speed Collision angle

Commercial 
accidents

Diversity

Points of collisionAge and posture

Person involved
 in accidents

Passenger seats
Toyota’s Target

Reflected maximally in the market

Provide safety information
Third party evaluation

Laws and regulations
Typical situations

Passenger 
body type 
and weight

Body for offset front and side collisions

Brake pedal construction with reduced amount of back-off braking

ABS

TRC

Vehicle Stability   
   Control system   

VSC

Brake Assist system

Lane keeping assist system

Night view

Pre-crash Safety Systems (PCS)

AFS

S VSC

EBD

Seat that reduces whiplash

Curtain shield airbags

Knee air bag

Body construction that reduces 
                injury to walking pedestrians

Compatibility 
    in all directions

Our thinking on collision safety Efforts toward improving vehicle safety
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Based on the thinking that vehicle manufacturing is founded in “safety,” 
we are working to develop safe vehicles from the viewpoint of “preventive safety” 
and “collision safety.”
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Activity
Status

Multi-Information 
Display

Brake Actuator

Wheel Sensor

Millimeter-Wave 
Radar Sensor

Collision Judgment ECU
Brake ECU

Pre-Crash Seatbelt 
Control ECU

Pre-Crash Seatbelt

The basis of preventive safety is in a vehicle’s fundamental functions of driving, turning, and stopping in accordance 
with the driver’s intention. We at Toyota Auto Body are working to improve the performance of these three functions 
by exploiting the latest technology.

Improving Preventive Safety Through the Latest Technology

Lessening Damage With Our Pre-Crash 
     Safety System(Millimeter-wave radar system)

Other Preventive Safety Functions
AFS : Adaptive Front-Lighting System
S-VSC : Steering-assisted Vehicle Stability Control
EBD : ABS with Electronic Brake force Distribution

Our pre-crash sensor warns a driver by a buzzer or 
other means in the event that the sensor judges the 
danger of a collision with a vehicle ahead, and 
oncoming vehicle, or an object on the road surface. 
If the brakes are operated, the pre-crash brake 
assist functions to increase braking control. Even if 
the brakes are not operated, the pre-crash brake 
activates to reduce collision speed and increases 
the restraining performance of occupants by early 
belt winding of the pre-crash seatbelt, thereby 
decreasing collision damage.
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For Society

Activity
Status

Development of the All-Direction Compatibility
     “GOA”
Toyota Auto Body are pursuing collision safety performance 
that compares with other vehicles at the same level of the 
top class for emissions. “GOA” comprises a high-strength 
cabin with a collision absorbing body which has further 
evolved. The collision test incorporates Toyota’s own 
concept of all-direction compatibility 1 in a collision for 
vehicles that differ by weight and height. Toyota Auto Body 
achieved an outstanding cabin structure which absorbs 
collision impact by dissipating the impact load throughout 
the entire vehicle body structure.

Consideration is given to the aim of safety in reducing damage from 
large vehicles, and assurance of collision safety for small vehicles.

Developing Vehicle Bodies by Using CAE Analysis
We are developing a body that ensures the safety of each space in each section of the vehicle by exploiting 
CAE analysis, which limits cabin deformation to a minimum for the most severe kinds of collision from the 
vehicle front and side.

Improvement in Collision Safety Through “Collision-Safe Body” Development

All-directional Compatability

Offset front collision CAE analysisOffset front collision test

We are developing a “collision safety body” (GOA: Global Outstanding Assessment) that achieves both a 
high-strength cabin and impact absorbent body in aiming to have survival space and occupant protection 
performance in full front, offset front, or side collisions.

Rear-end collision
2 ton class vehicle

Frontal collision
2 ton class vehicle

2 ton class vehicle

Side-on collision
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Developing Airbags That Offer Protection to Occupants
SRS airbags deploy in the event there is ever a collision from the front, 
which together with the movement of seatbelts restrains impact to the 
chests and heads of the front seat occupants.
We have improved safety performance further by improving both SRS 
side air bags (front seat), which mitigate side impact, and also front and 
rear seat SRS curtain shield airbags, which assist in protecting the side 
of the occupant’s head as the airbag deploys to cover the head. These 
airbags along with improved SRS knee airbags (driver seat), which 
increase protection for the entire body by absorbing the force of the 
collision to the legs of the front occupants, are used in 10 locations.

Use of a collision absorbing structure through using 
CAE analysis for bumpers, cowl fenders, and hood 
reduces chest and head injuries of pedestrians if 
they are hit by a vehicle.

10 airbags

CAE analysis projection of a collision to the front of the hood.

Minor bending Major bending

Body structure that decreases 
pedestrian injuries
A : Hood section
B : Fender section
C : Cowl section

Injury to Pedestrians Decreased With Our 
Collision-absorbing Vehicle Body Structure
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Activity
Status

Providing Many People Enjoyment and Freedom of 
Movement Through Welfare Products

Basic 
Policy

At Toyota Auto Body, we making efforts to do public relations and activities to spread information on the welfare 
vehicle and equipment we develop and produce based on the thinking of “providing comfortable freedom of 
movement and allow the elderly and disabled to enjoy living just as other do in society.

Vehicle development began in 1968 by 
modifying vehicles to accommodate more 
people in wheelchairs. 
Thereafter, we joined with Toyota Motor 
Corporation in considering surveying and 
planning for customers’ purposes of use, 
and we have broadened vehicle types by 
achieving enhancements to functions and 
equipment. Hereafter, we will make efforts 
to keep foreign markets in sight as develop 
and promote the spread of welfare vehicles 
and equipment with appropriate operation 
types for people who desire to drive by 
themselves. 

Developing Various Welfare Vehicles 
That Suit the Uses and Purposes of 
Our Customers

Rear lift vehicle (Micro bus)
Rear lift vehicle (Box type)

Welfare taxis
Slope vehicles

Liftup-Seat Vehicles and Vehicles With Rotating Seats
Side-liftup seat

Driver liftup seat (Installation and removal type)
Driver liftup seat (Side sliding and installation/removal type) 

Drive lift-up seat (side sliding) with a wheelchair crane
emote control type power driver seat

Passenger liftup seat
Passenger rotating seat

Side liftup seat (Installation and removal type)
Rotating slide seats for all passenger seats

New Type liftup unit
 Passenger liftup seat (Installation and removal type)

Automatic Type

Wheelchair Specification Vehicles

Relations with Customers

For Society

With the coming of an aging society and the spreading of social welfare, 
Toyota Auto Body is developing and producing welfare vehicles to support independence of 
the disabled and elderly with Toyota Auto Body as the top manufacturer. 
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Our public relations activities to promote the 
spread of welfare vehicles involve entering our 
welfare vehicles at all welfare events in each 
part of Japan, where we allow our products to 
be used.  At the events, we ask the opinions of 
our customers who are actually using our 
products and we reflect their opinions in our 
products.

Public Relations for Welfare Vehicles 
to Reach Our Many Customers

Reflecting customer opinion in the 
development of products.

One of our welfare vehicle exhibits

Our efforts to promote the spread of 
welfare vehicles and equipment we 
produce begins with Toyota Motor 
Corporation, followed by all domestic 
vehicle manufacturers.

Toyota Auto Body Welfare 
Equipment Has the No.1 Share 
in the Welfare Vehicle Market

Toyota Auto Body Domestic Welfare Vehicle Market Share (Excluding small cars and buse
Thousand vehicles year

FY

Our products

Toyota Auto Body share

Entire market

Please view details about our welfare vehicle “Product Lineup” 
http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/english/products/welfare.html
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